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A graph is said to he unicotored tf tt is colored by nannegatIve Integers so rhat adjacent points 
have calors that differ in absolute value by one. A uniccttored graph is collapsible if it has a 
I-factor that doer not contain 9 l-factor of any hicolored cycle. We show that a regular C‘W 
L,Jtnpiek # 41 collapses to LS sub~mplcx 0 if and only if its relative unicolorcd incidence graph 
cc~ilapsc~ Wz consider the 1 -factors and the bicolurcd cycles of un,colored incidence gr;lphs and 
their relationship to the rclattvr: homology tint! hnmotopy propcrtres of the pair of cell complexes. 
Gaodrick gave an example of ir tioncollapsible triangulation of the $cell in [z]. 
Th1.s example shows that the cell collapsibility of a ceH complex is not a topological 
property of the: underlying topological space but a property of the arrangement of 
t&e cells. Thus one should be able to give collapsing 3 formulat& in graph 
theoretic terms. We def’ine collapsible unicolored graphs so tha: the collapsibility of 
a cell complex and that of its unicolorcd incidence graph ,are equivaient (Theorem 
1). A necessary condition that a regular CM! zomplsx K cell cMapses to a 
subcomplex Q is that C,? be a deformation retract of K, What then are Decessary 
properties of collapsible unicolored graphs that might relate to homology and 
homotopy? We cokdcr two such properties: spoked bii-oloxed cycles (Thearctns 2 
and 3) :gd l-factors (Theorem 4). Trivial homology is sufkient to determine: 
collapsing in cert:iin low-dimensionnl cases. That is, a l-complex collapses to a 
vertex if and only if it is a tree and any disk collapses to any vertex. We include the 
latter result as Corollary 1 because its prcraf ilfustrtates how the above properties of 
the incidence graph can be used to give these results. 
A unical~recd ~pr,aph (G, f) is a finite graph G together with a function f from the 
set of points of G into the nonnegative integers such that if u and Z.J are adjacent 
points then /f(u)--f(u,] = 1. We consider f(zd) to be the caisr of U. A bicolored 
cycle in (GJ) is a cycle in G whose points are colored with exactly two colors. A 
t-facta~ of G is a family F of lines of G such that each point of G is incident with 
exactly one line in E A collafls~ of a unicolored graph is :i l-factor that does not 
contain a l-factor of any bicollored cycle. A unicotoced graph IS cnllapsibk if it has B 
c&apse. A pint p of unic~~ored graph is a fre)e point if there is exactly c)nt” point 
;adjace,nt to p whose c&or is larger than p. Far each l-factor F of (G, f), the directed 
graph &&$ced fqt F is d&ned by: if the line M.J is in F (UU is HO? in F) then M IS 
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adjacent from 0 iff f(u) > f(t))(f(u) < f(u)). If G is a graph and xl,. . ., x,, are lines 
of G then G -(x1,..., x,) denotes the subgraph of G ohtainel-l by removing the 
endpoints of the lines x1, l . ., x, and all lines incident to these points. 
A CW complex is regular if each closed cell is homeomorphic to a closed 
Euclidean cell. We restrict ourselves to regular CW complexes because their 
structure can he represented by a graph in a natura1 way. A regular CW complex 
has a subdivision which is a simplicial complex f4, p. 801. The new vertices 
correspond to the “barycenters” of the cells. We shall refer to this as the standard 
rriungulu~ion. Let K be a regular CW complex. For each i B - 1, the i-skeleton of 
K ib the collection of cells of K that have dimension at most i. The unicolored 
incidence graph G(K) of K is the unicolored graph whose points are the nonempty 
ceils x of K, wbse lines are the unordered pairs {x, y} where x is a face of y and the 
dimension of y minus the dimension of n is one, and f(x) = dimension of x for all 
cells x of K. Note that the graph G(K) is a subgraph of the l-skeleton o. the 
standard triangulation of K. ‘Bf Q is a subcomplex of K, we define the unicolored 
incidence graph of the pair (iK, Q) to be G(K, Q) = G(K) - G(Q). 
If x and y are cells of K, wle say that x is a face of y provided x C y. If x is a face 
of y and x # y, we say that 3’: is a proper face of y. A cell y is said to have a free face 
X, if x is a proper face of y and is not a proper face of any other cell in K. Note that 
if x is a free: face of an n-cell y then x must be an (n - I)-cell [4, p. 1681. If K has a 
cell y *with free face x, then we say that K -(x, y} is obtained from K by an 
elemenlary ceM collapse. If Q is a subcomplex of K, we say that K cell collapses to Q 
if Q can be obtained from K by a finite sequence of elementary collapses. 
Lemma 1. Suppose (G, f) 
fokwing are equivulenr : 
( I ) F is a collapse of G, 
is a unicolored graph and F is a I-factor of G. The 
(2) Hze directed graph induced by F is acyclic, 
(3) the elements of F may be ordered et, . . ., e, such that the endpoint of ef with the 
smaller color is a free point of Gi where Gt = G and Gi = G -(e,, l . ., c,--t), for 
i = 2.. . ., r, 
(4) for each integer a, the subgraph Fa of G induced by the set of all endpoints of all 
lines of F whose endpoints are colored a and a + 1 has a unique 1 -factor or is empty. 
Prmf. (1) + (2). Suppose the directed graph kiuced by F is not acyclic. Let S 
be a directed cycle. For each point x in S there is a unique point x’ of S that is 
adjacent from x and a unique point X” of S that 3t: is adjacent from x. From each x 
in S, let s(x) = f(x))- f(x”). Then summing over all x in S we have &(x)= 
cf(x)-- ?- y f(x) = 0. Since no point of S can be incident with two lines of & 
.~(x j 5 0, for ali x in S. Thus, s(x j = 0 for all x in S. Hence, S is bicotored. Since no 
1 roint of S can have indegree or outdegree qual to two, S is l-factored by elements 
cf F. Thus. F is not a collapse. 
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(2) ) (3). An acyclic directed graph has a point whose indegrec is zero, 13, p. 
2OO]. Let p be such a point in the directed graph induced by F. There is exactly one 
line pq of F that is incident with p. Since py is directed from p to y and in 
F* f(s ) ’ f@ ). If x is any point of G besides 4 that is adjacent with p then the line 
px k directed from p to x and not in F, so f(x) < f(p). Thus p is a free point of 
(G,f). Label pq as el and let G2 = G - (et). Then F - el is a l-factor of G, and the 
induced directed graph is acyclic. A repetition of the above argument gives the 
required ordering of the elements of F. 
(3) _4 (14). Suppose the elements of F have been ordered as in (3). Suppose also 
that there is an integer Q such that the induced subgraph Fp of G is nonempty and 
does not have a unique l-factor. Let F, C F consist of those elements of F whose 
endpoints are colored a and a c 1. Then Fr is a l-factor of Fu. Thus there exists 
another l-factor F2 of F,. The set (F, U F2) - (F, fl F,) is a nonempty union of 
disjoint cycles in F,,. Let S be one of these cycies. Then S is l-factored by a subset 
F, of F. Let e, be the element of F, that appears fir:-;? in the ordering given by (3) and 
let x be the endpoint of e, with the smaller color. Then x is cqlored a and is 
adjacent with two other points of S coXored Q + 1. But all the points of S are 
endpoints of elements of F3 and, therefore, are in G,. This contradicts the fact that x 
is a free point of G,. 
(4) =+ f 1). Suppose F is not a collapse. Then there is a bicolored cycle S in G 
that is l-factored by elements of F. Let LI and Q + 1 be the colors of the points in S. 
Let F, be the lines of F whose endpoints are colored a and a + 1. Let Fz be the 
lines of S that lie in F and F, the lines of S fhat do not lie in E Since S C F, and is 
l-factored by Fz, both FI and (F, - F2) U F, are I-factors of E. 
Theorem 1. A regular CW complex cell collqws to a sukomplex if and only if th- 
relatiae unicolored incidence graph collapses. 
Proof. Suppose IS: cell collapses to 0. If K = Q then G(K,Q)=4). If K# Q then 
each cell x of K - Q is associated with exactly one cell y in K - Q by the 
elementary collapse that removes the pair {x, y}. The set F of all such pairs {x, y} is 
a l-factor of G(K,C)). Since the ordering of the elements of F given by the 
sequence of elementary collapses satisfies cclndition (3) of Lemma 1, G(K. 0) 
collapses. Conversely, suppose that F is a collapse of G(K, 0). Let el, . . ., e, be an 
ordering of the elements of F that satisfies (3) of Lemma X. If {x, y) = el and x is the 
free point of Gt, then the celi x is a free face of she cell y. Thus K cell collapses to 
Kc, = K - (x, y). Since G(K1, Q) = G(K, 0) - (et). we may repeat the argument 
and obtain that K cell collapses to Q. 
If’ a; graph contains a cycle all of whose points have degree two in the original 
graph then the q&e is isolated and any I-factor of the graph must contain a 1 -factor 
of the cycie. Thus a h.__ *Na&b!e unicolored graph could not contain an isolated 
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bkolored cycle. A stronger statement can bre made. A unicolored graph has spoked 
bitofored cycles if each bicolored cycle contains at least one point of each color 
whose degree ini lhe graph is greater than two. 
+BNeorem 2. A collapsible unicolmd graph has spoked bicolored cycles. 
Prwf, Suppose F is a collapse of (G, f) and S is a bicolored cycle whose points are 
colowd a and a + 1. By (2) of Lemma 1, the directed graph induced by F is acyclic. 
Thus there is a point p of S whose indegree is two. Let p’ lnd p” denote the points 
of S that are adjacent with p. If f(p) = a + 1 then pp’ and pp” would both belong to 
the l-factor F. Thus f(p) = a, f(p’) = f(p”) = a + 1. Thus neither pp’ nor pp” belong 
to F. Since p must be an endpoirlt of some elements of F, the degree of p in G is 
rester than two. Since S must also contain a point whose outdegree is two, it 
follows from a dual argument that S contains a point colored Q + 1 whose degree in 
G is greater than two. 
We illustrate Theorem 3 and its proof with sirme examples in Fig. 1. In Fig. l(a), 
K is the contractible 2-complex witin faces: abe, abc, ace, ade, and cde. The 
subcomplex Q is the arc be + bc + cd -t- ad. Since both K and Q are contractible, it 
foilo: s from the exactness of the ho,motopy sequence, see [7], that the relative 
homoktipy groups n,(K, Q) = 0, for all i. Thus Q is a deformation retract of K f4, p. 
1241. The graph G(K, Q) has spoked bicolored cycles and a l-factor but does not 
collapse. in Fig. l(b), K is the complelv with faces: &, ace, ube, bee, and cdc?. The 
subcomplex 9 is the arc bc + cd + de + ae. In this case, &(K, Q) # 0 and the graph 
contains a cycle that does not meet a point colored two whose degree is greater than 
two. In Fig. j(c). K is the complex abfi bcf, acf, cde, and def. The subcomplex Q is 
the tree bc + UC + c-d + de + df’. In this case, n,(K, Q)# 0 and the graph contains a 
cycle that does not meet a point colored one whose degree is greater than two. 
Theorem 3. Suppose K is a connected finite regular CW complex and Q is a 
subcomplex of K that is a deformation retract of K. Then the unicolored graph 
GM, Q) has spoked bicolored cycles. 
Proof. Let S be a bicolored cycle in G( K, Q) w ose points are colored n and 
n 1 1. Suppose that S contains no point colored n + 1 whose degree in G(K, Q) is 
greater than two. We show that this contradict:s the fact that the n + 1 relative 
homology group with the integers modulo two as coefficients, H;l+r(K, Q), is trivial. 
Let J deqote the (n + f)-subcomplex IDf K consisting of the cells which correspond 
to t.h.e points of S that are colored n + 1 and all of their faces. Let J’ denote the 
n-cells of J that are not points of S then J’ c Q and every n-celt of J that is not in 
J’ is a face of exactly two (n + l)-cells in J, Thus the (n + I)-chain on K whose 
~~~e~cient is one on each (n + 1 )-cell of 9 and zero on the remaining (n + I)-cells of 
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K ‘i a nontrivial relative (n + l)-cycle module Q. Since no (n + l)-cell in J is a face 
of dn (n + ~)-cc'I in K, this cycle is not homologous to a chain in Q. Thus 
H,+,(K a) f 0. 
Suppose that S has no points col&ed n whose degree in G(K, Q) is greater than 
two. If n = 0 then S is a component Df the f-skeleton of K. Since 1’Y is connected, S 
is the l-skeleton of K. Since S is disjoint from Q, Q = 8. Contradicting the fact tlhat 
Q is a deformation retract of K. Suppose that n is greater than or izqual to one. Let 
T(K) denote: the standard tnangulation of K. Let b be a point of S that is colored n 
and let 3 denote the subcomplex of T(K) whose carrier is the cell b of K. We may 
adjust S slightly to obtain a simple closed curve S’ in K - Q such that (1) S’ meets 
B in exactly one point, (2) for each n-simplex x of T(K), S’n x = 0 or is exactly 
one point in the interior of X, and (3) for each (n + l)-simplex y of T(K), S’ n y = 0 
or is an arc whose endpoints lie in different n-faces of y. Since the point B has 
degree two in G, the boundary of the cell B lies in Q. Since the relative homotopy 
group v,,(K, Q) F 0, there is a map h of B x [O, l] into K such tha,: h is the identity 
on B x {O) and tr(((BdB) x {a, I]) tl (B x (l}))C Q. By the relative simplicial al”- 
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proximation theorem [S. p. 551, there is a simplicial map g of some subdivision of 
8 x I relative to B x (0) such that g is the identity of B x (0) and 
g(((BdB) x 1) u(B x (l)))C Q. Thus g ‘(S’) meets the boundary of B x f in 
exactly one point and for each (n + I)-simplex A of the subdivision of B x I, 
3 fl gL’(S’) = 0 or A n g-‘(S’) is an arc whose interior lies in the interior of A and 
whose endpoints lie in different n-faces of d. Since B X I has no n-simplexes that 
meet three (n + l)-simplexes, it follows from traveling along g-‘(9) from g -‘(S’) n 
(B x (0)) that the subdivision of B X I has an infinite number of simplexes. 
Contradiction. Thus G(K, Q) has spoked bicolored cycles. 
Let us refer to the Euler characteristic of a unicolored graph as the sum, 
x ( - I)&, where CY( is the number of points co1ore.d i. If the relative homology 
groups of a regular CW complex pair (K, Q) are trivial then the relative Euler 
characteristic x(K, Q) is zero 11, p. 531. It follows that the Euler characteristic of 
the unicolored incidence graph G(K, Q) is also zero. We note that the existence of 
a 1 -factor would also imply that the Euler characteristic of G(K, Q) is zero. For, 
each element of the l-factor has one endpoint colored with an odd color and one 
that is colored with an even color. We pose the following question. If the relative 
homology groups of a regular CW pair (K, Q) are trivial, does the unicolored 
incidence graph G(K, Q) have a l-factor? We are able to give an answer only in the 
ease where the difference in dimension of the complexes is one, 
Theorem 4. Suppose K is Q connected finite regular CW complex of dimension n. 
Suppose that Q is a subcomplex of K that contains the (n - 2) skeleton of K and that 
the relative hamology groups of K modulo Q with integer coefficients are trivial. Then 
the unicolord graph G(K, Q) has a 1 -factor. 
Proof. The relative Euler characteristic, x(8& Q)= 0 [I, p. 531. Since x(K) = 
x(Q)+ x(K, a), x(K) = x(Q). Thus the number of (n - l)-cells in K - Q is the 
same as the number of n-cells in K - Q. Let m be this number. Let A be the 
incidencle matrix for K modulo Q in mod 2 homology. That is, A is an nt -square 
matrix, a, = I if the (n - l)-cell c, of K - Q is a face of the n-cell bi of IC: - Q, and 
QV = 0 otherwise. Suppose e = (e,, . . ., e,,,) is a vector in the kernel of A as a linear 
transformation on a vector space over the integers mod2. Then e represents an 
n-cycle in K modulo Q. Since the mod 2 relative homology group H,(K, Q) = 0, 
P = 0. Thus the determinant (mod 2) of A is nonzero. Thus there is a permutation 
(i 1,. . &) of$he integers from 1 to m such that aij, = 1, for each i = 1,. . ., m. Thus 
c, is a face of b,, and {c,, b,,} is a line of G(K, Q), for each i = 1, . . ., m. The set of 
such lines is a I-factor of G(K, Q). 
The existence of a I-factor is not sufficient o guarantee collapsing. If, as in the 
previous theorem, the graph is colored with exactly two colors then, by Lemma 
J(J), a unique I-fact:or is necessary and sufficient. Thus under the hypothesis of the 
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previolls theorem, a necessary and sufficient condition for K to coll;ipse to 0 is that 
the permanent of the relative incidence matrix be one. We explore this condition in 
14 . 
Corotiar y 1. Let K be 11 regular CW csmpiex whose underlying qmce is Q Z-cell 
and Q a vertex of K. Then K cell collapses to 0. 
Proof. Let T be a spanning tree in the l-skeleton of K. By Theowm 4, the graphs 
G(K, T) and G(T, 0) each have a f-factor. By Theorem 3, each gl:aph has spoked 
bicolored cycles. But neither graph has points colored one with degree greater than 
or equal to three. So neither graph can have cycles. Thus the l-factors induce 
acyclic directed graphs. By Lemma; l(2), each graph collapses. B:i Theorem 1, K 
cell collapses to T which cell collapses to 0. 
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